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ABSTRACT. - We study Jauch-Piron states and two-valued measures on
von Neumann algebra. We prove as the main result that, under some set-
theoretical assumption, a pure state of a von Neumann algebra ~ not
containing a central abelian portion is Jauch-Piron if and only if it is o-
additive. Moreover, we show that this result holds for type I factor

indenpendently on the set-theoretical axiomatics. As a consequence we
obtain a lucid characterization of pure Jauch-Piron states on von Neumann

algebras acting on a Hilbert space with real-nonmeasurable dimension (this
can be viewed as a generalization of the paper [2]). We also characterize the
von Neumann algebras whose logic of projections is Jauch-Piron. Finally,
we prove that every two-valued measure on the projection logic of .91,
where .91 contains no type 12 central portion, has to be concentrated at
an abelian direct summand of d.

RESUME. 2014 Nous etudions les etats de Jauch-Piron et les mesures bi-

valuees sur les algebres de von Neumann. Notre resultat principal est que
sous des hypotheses ensemblistes, un etat pur de l’algèbre de von Neumann
et qui ne contient pas de partie centrale abelienne est un etat de Jauch-
Piron si et seulement si il est o-additif. De plus nous prouvons que ce
resultat est vrai pour les facteurs de type I independamment de l’axiomati-
que ensembliste. Nous obtenons donc une caracterisation lucide des etats

purs de Jauch-Piron sur les algebres de von Neumann qui agissent sur un
espace de Hilbert de dimension reelle non mesurable (ceci peut etre vu
comme une extension de l’article [2]). Nous caracterisons aussi les algebres
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174 J. HAMHALTER

de von Neumann dont la logique des projecteurs est Jauch-Piron. Finale-
ment nous prouvons que toute mesure bivaluee sur la logique des projecte-
urs de of et ne contient pas de partie centrale de type 1~ est concentree
sur un somment direct abélien de d.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the W*-algebraic quantum mechanics formalism, a "state" of a given
physical system is usually represented by a finitely additive probability
measure on the quantum logic of all projections in a von Neumann
algebra, d. This attitude generalizes both the classical approach, where
sf is a commutative algebra, and the Hilbert space formalism, where d
is an algebra of all bounded operators acting on a Hilbert space. As
physicists sometimes argue (see e. g. [10], [11]) the measure corresponding
to a state of a physical system should have the so-called Jauch-Piron
property. This property has been already discussed by many authors (see
e. g. [4], [ 10], [15] , [ 16]).
The purpose of this paper is to contribute to this discussion by showing

that a pure state of a type I factor is Jauch-Piron if and only if it is a-
additive. Moreover, it is proved that if the contimuum is of the real-
nomeasurable cardinality, then the same characterization is valid for pure
Jauch-Piron state of arbitrary von Neumann algebra not containing central
abelian portion. There are a few consequences of this result. For instance,
A. Amann proved in [2] that every Jauch-Piron state of a a-finite von
Neumann algebra without central abelian portion is normal and concen-
trated at central summand which is a type I factor. Our description of
pure Jauch-Piron states allows (under physically acceptable assumption of
the nonexistence of real-measurable cardinals) to extend this result to

arbitrary von Neumann algebras. In the physical interpretation it means
that the only physically meaningful representation of an individual pure
state of a physical system reduces either to the classical Kolmogorov
probability space, (Q, E, or to a Hilbert space quantum probability
model, (~f, ~ (~), cox), where P4 is an algebra of all bounded oper-
ators on a Hilbert space ~ and ffix is a vector state (~f). This result
also seems to be of certain interest for the reason that it advocates
the central position of the Hilbert-space logic within algebraic quantum
mechanic approach (see [20]).
As a further corollary, we obtain a lucid characterization of von Neum-

ann algebras whose projection logics have Jauch-Piron property. We
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175PURE JAUCH-PIRON STATES

show that these can be obtained from commutative algebras and finite-
dimensional matrix algebras by forming finite direct sums.

Applying results on pure Jauch-Piron states, we finally examine two-
valued measures on von Neumann algebras. The measures of this type
(called also weak dispersion free states) become interesting in the problem
of hidden variables of quantum system (see e. g. [9], [12], [20]). We prove
that every two-valued measure on a von Neumann algebra without direct
summand of type 12 has to be concentrated at central abelian portion.
This generalizes hitherto known results [ 1 ], [2], [ 17] and shows that, within
the W*-algebraic formalism, only the classical model admits dispersion
free states.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let us first recall basic notions and agree on the notation. Throughout
the paper, let Hn, n E N) be a complex Hilbert space (resp. n-
dimensional complex Hilbert space). denote the algebra of all
bounded operators acting on In what follows, the symbol d will be
reserved for a von Neumann algebra acting on .Yr. Let I be a unit of d.
For a commutant of a set let us use the notation

for every Be~}). The double commutant
(~’)’ will be denoted by ~". Let fZ (d) stand for the center of
A(F(A) = A ~ A’). If P is a projection of A, then the symbol P A P
means a von Neumann algebra {P AP|A ~ A}. The set of all projections
in ~ will be denoted by f!lJ (d). It is well known that the set f!lJ (d)
endowed with the ordering  , where P  Q if PQ = QP = P (P, 
is a complete lattice [20]. The supremum and infimum of two elements P
and Q (d) is denoted by P v Q and P A Q, respectively. Moreover,
if we consider the orthocomplementation P - where P 1= I - P, then
(ØJ (d), ~, 1) forms a quantum logic (see [20]).
By a probability measure (in short measure) y on ~ (~) we mean a

mapping ~:~’(~)-~(0, 1) fulfilling the following two conditions: (i)
Jl (I) = 1. whenever P and Q are orthogonal
projections (i. e. PQ = 0). A measure ~ is said to be completely additive
(resp., a-additive) if whenever (Pa)« E is an arbitrary

a ~ I i a e I 

system (resp., a countable system) of mutually orthogonal projections. A
projection P is called a support of a measure y if  (Q) = 1 if and only if
Q~P.
By a state of ~ we mean normalized positive functional on ~.

Obviously, if cp is a state, then the restriction is a measure on
(3/). A state cp is called a-additive or completely additive, if 03C6/P (A)
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176 J. HAMHALTER

has the respective property. Analogously, a projection P is a support of (p
if it is a support of the measure (d). It is well known that a state is
completely additive if and only if it is normal [ 13] . A state p of d is said
to be a vector state if there is a unit vector x ~ H such that

(p(A)=(A~-, x ) for every A Ed. In this case we denote p by the symbol
cox. We say that a state cp is multiplicative if cp (AB) = cp (A) cp (B) for every
A, Finally, a state cp of j~ [resp., a measure ~ is called

pure if it cannot be written as a convex combination of distinct states of

measures on EP (~)].
As we have noted, every state of s~ induces a measure on Ø’ (d). On

the other hand, the theorem of Gleason, Christensen and Yeadon (see [5],
[14], [22]) asserts that every measure Jl on ~ (~), where d has no direct
summand of the type I2, can be extended to a state of d.
We also need to introduce the following set-theoretical notions. A

cardinal r is said to b real-measurable if there exists a-additive probability
measure ~ on the power set 2r such that ~({y})=0 for every y E r. If a
cardinal r is not real-measurable, then it is called real-nonmeasurable. The
existence of real-measurable cardinals (within the ordinary set-theoretical
axiomatics) is an open problem of the set theory. Nevertheless, it was

proved that if r is real-nonmesurable, then so is its successor r+ (see e. g.
[6], [19]). So, the continuum 2~o is real-nonmeasurable if we admit the

contimuum hypothesis.

3. JAUCH-PIRON STATES

In this section we present basic facts on Jauch-Piron states. A measure

~ on Ø’ (d) is said to be Jauch-Piron, whenever

y (P) = y (Q) = 0 (P, Q e EP (z/)) [or, equivalently, if the equality
~(P)=~(Q)=1 implies An algebra d is called Jauch-
Piron if every measure on EP (~) is Jauch-Piron. [In other words, ~ is a
Jauch-Piron algebra if the lattice is a Jauch-Piron logic - see [4],
[15], [16] for a study of Jauch-Piron logics.] We say that a state cp of d is
Jauch-Piron, if (~) is a Jauch-Piron measure. Let us now illustrate
the above notions by examples.

3.1. EXAMPLES. - Every commutative von Neumann algebra ~ is Jauch-
Piron.

Proof. - Let Jl be a measure on ~ (~). for P,
Thus, is a Jauch-Piron

measure.
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177PURE JAUCH-PIRON STATES

In accordance with the standard functional analysis notation, write

= f (xn) xn E C for every n E N and sup  ~} and

3.2. EXAMPLE. - Consider the tensor product ~ = (~"), where
n &#x3E;_ 2. Let cpl be a state of 100 such that 03C61/c0 = 0 and let cp2 be a pure state

(~n). Then the product state cp = tp of ~ is not Jauch-Piron.

Proof. - The support R of cp2 is an atom (i. e. one-dimensional

projection) in (E3 {~n)). Suppose that R is representable by the following
n x n-matrix

Put P= I(8)R, where I is the identity in 1°~. If we identify j~ with a
direct sum L (by means of the mapping (a j) Q A -~ ~ 

jeN jeN

- see [ 18], Cap. IV.7]), we can set where each Q j is represent-
jeN

able by the following n x n-matrix

are one-dimensional projections converging to P.)
Obviously, Thus,

On the other hand,

and

[we have used the fact that the sequence belongs to Co and
therefore (pi 1 ((cos2 !//))= 1]. This concludes the proof. (It should be noted
that for n = 2 this example has already appeared in [2].)

Let us notice that Example 3.2 introduces a typical class of states which
are not Jauch-Piron. Indeed, let P be a state of ~. Then p is a Jauch-
Piron state if and only if so is its restriction to every von Neumann

Vol. 58, n° 2-1993.



178 J. HAMHALTER

subalgebra generated by two noncommutative projections. Such a subalge-
bra has to be *-isomorphic to a direct sum of a commutative algebra and
a type 12 algebra (see [18]). Since cp induces a Jauch-Piron state on the
commutative part, we see that p is Jauch-Piron if the same is true of its
normalized restriction to any type 12 subalgebra. According to the structu-
ral theory of type I algebras, every type 12 von Neumann algebra is

*-isomorphic to a tensor product M ©£3 (~2), where A is commutative.
Obviously, this is the case of Example 3.2.

Jauch-Piron states and Jauch-Piron measures have been investigated by
many authors and certain criteria of Jauch-Piron property have been
found. In [4], the authors proved that every a-additive state (and so every
a-additive measure on the algebra not containing type 12 direct summand)
has to be a-Jauch Piron, thus in particular Jauch-Piron. It has been also
observed (see e. g. [14]) that every state admitting a support is Jauch-
Piron. On the other hand, A. Amann proved in [2] that every singular
state on the a-finite factor is not Jauch-Piron.

4. PURE JAUCH-PIRON STATES

In this section we characterize Jauch-Piron states which are pure. This

allows us to generalize the Amann’s description of pure Jauch-Piron states
of a-finite algebras [2].

Let us start with the following technical lemma. [Let us recall that two
states cp and 03C8 are unitarily equivalent if there is a unitary mapping U E d
such that Q A ~*) = p (A) whenever A 

4.1. LEMMA. - Let p be a pure Jauch-Piron state of ~. Then the

following statements hold:
(i ) and cp (P) ~ 0, then there is a pure Jauch-Piron state ~

of d such that Q (P) = 1 is unitarily equivalent with cp.
(ii) Let (Pn) be an orthogonal sequence of projections of A such that

Then there is a pure Jauch-Piron state ~ 
nEN neN

unitary equivalent with cp, such that 03C8 ( =1 and 03C8 (P n) = 0 for all
nEN

nEN.

Proof . - (i ) Let (1tp’ Yf cp’ x,~) be the GNS-representation engendered
by p. Then is a cyclic vector of 7~. Since {P) ~ 0, we
can take a unit vector, x, in the range of 03C003C6 (P) and define a state B(/ by

Since the representation ~~ is irreducible, the vector x
is cyclic for the representation 7~. The essential uniqueness of the GNS-
construction (see [13], 4.5.3, p. 279]) yields that is equivalent with
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179PURE JAUCH-PIRON STATES

the GNS-representation x, associated with B)/. By virtue of [13].
Theorem 10.2.6, p. 730, the states p and B)/ are unitarily equivalent. It
follows that B)/ is again a pure Jauch-Piron state. Finally,
B)/ (P) = ( (P) x, x ) = 1 and the proof is complete.

(ii ) We proceed similarly as above. If p (I Pn) ~ ~ cp (Pn), then
n e N n e N

Z W Z and, obviously, 03A3 03C003C6(Pn)~03C003C6(03A3 Pn). It enables
neN neN neN neN

us to find a unit vector x in the range of 1tcp ( I P n) such that
n e N

( I (Pn)) x = 0. Let us again define a state 0/ by the formula
n e N

Then B)/( ~ Pn) =1 for all n E N. By the same
n e N

reasoning as in the above part (i ) we see that B(/ is a pure Jauch-Piron
state unitarily equivalent with cp. This concludes the proof.

4.2. PROPOSITION. - Let us assume that the continuum is a real-nonmeas-
urable cardinal. Then every pure Jauch-Piron state cp of the algebra

where ~ is a von Neumann algebra and n &#x3E;_ 2, has to be
a-additive.

Proof. - Let us assume that p is a pure Jauch-Piron state of d.
Since Yf n is finitely dimensional, there is a one-dimensional projection

such that cp (I Q P) ~ 0. Applying Lemma 4.1 (i ), one can
find a pure Jauch-Piron state 0/ of j~ which is unitarily equivalent with cp

It is easy to verify that 0/ is a product state. Making use
of [13]. Prop. 1.3.2. p. 848, we have ~r = ~rl Q~2, where o/l and ~2 is a
pure state of At respectively. We shall prove that 0/ I is a a-
additive state. Assume that it is not the case and derive a contradiction.

Knowing that 0/ I is not a-additive, we can find an orthogonal sequence
(Pn)cAt such that ~r { ~ Applying Lemma 4.1 (ii ),

n ~ N n ~ N

we can construct another pure Jauch-Piron state p of ~, which is unitarily
equivalent with ~/, and which fulfils p ( ~ Pn@P)= 1, while 

n ~ N

for all neN. We see that p(I0P)=l and so p is again a product
state. Let us express p in the form where p~ 1 and P2 are

pure states of At respectively. The W*-algebra generated by
is *-isomorphic to 100 in such a way that the projections

PnQ9I correspond to atoms in (l°° ). Identifying these two algebras, we
see that pi/Co = 0 and p cannot be a pure Jauch-Piron state (Example 3.2).
We have obtained a contradiction.
We now prove that W is a a-additive state. Let us take an increasing

sequence such that in the weak operator topology.
Identifying A0B wth the matrix where is a (numerical )

Vol. 58, n° 2-1993.



180 J. HAMHALTER

matrix of B, we can view d as the algebra of all n x n matrices with
entries in JI{ (see [13]. Example 11.2.2, p. 813). Moreover, we can assume
that I0P is representable by the following matrix:

Then we have

Let ~ be a von Neumann subalgebra of ~l generated by countably
many operators (Qn). Then ~V’ is *-isomorphic to a von Neumann algebra
acting on a Hilbert space whose dimension is at most continuum. Indeed,
let be a separable C*-algebra of ~V’ generated by (Qn). It follows
from the GNS-construction that a Hilbert space Jf p associated with p is
separable, whenever p is a state of Since the dual of R has

cardinality at most continuum, we see that the universal representation of
acts on the Hilbert space ~u = ~ Jf p whose dimension is at most

p E ~~*~ +
continuum. Now we can use [13]. Theorem 10.1.12, p. 719, asserting that
~V’ has a faithful representation on some subspace of Jf U’ Thus, (after an
obvious identification) the state 1 can be regarded as a o-additive state
of the algebra acting on 20-dimensional Hilbert space. Following the
technique of [7], we can easily prove that every a-additive state of an
algebra acting on a real-nonmeasurably-dimensional Hilbert spac is com-
pletely additive. It follows that’" 1 is a normal state of and so

Therefore 03C8 is a-additive. The unitary equiva-
lence of (p and Bf1 now yields that p is a-additive.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
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4.3. THEOREM. - Let us assume that the continuum is a real-nonmeasura-
ble cardinal. Then a pure state cp of A is Jauch-Piron if and only if cp is

either a-additive or there is a central abelian projection P of ~ such that
cp (P) =1.

Proof. - The state q&#x3E; is concentrated either at the commutative or at
the noncommutative central part of d. Considering now Example 3.1, we
may (and shall) assume that j~ is the von Neumann algebra with no
commutative central summand. Let us prove that pure Jauch-Piron state

p of ~ is then a-additive. The decomposition of d into direct sum with
respect to the types enables us to devide the proof into the following
steps.

Let j~ be either a properly infinite type I algebra or let j~ be one of
the type II and III. Employing [ 13], Lemma 6.5.6, p. 426, and the halving
lemma [13], Lemma 6.3.3 p. 412, we find a projection such that

This allows us to represent j~ in the form 

(see [18]). By Proposition 4.2 (p has to be a-additive.
Let s~ be a finite type I algebra. By the structural theory of von

Neumann algebras (see [13], ~ can be decomposed into direct sum

L where each is a commutative von Neumann
jeJ

algebra and (nj) is an increasing sequence (finite or infinite) of positive
integers. We can now assume that either all n/s are even or all are

odd (otherwise we split the sequence in question into the odd and the
even part).

Let us consider the first case. Then each algebra is

*-isomorphic to an algebra Hence,

and the assertion of the theorem follows from Proposition 4.2.
We now take up the case of odd. Let P j be an (nj-1)-dimensional

projection in and let Q j be two-dimensional projections in
such that Put where I j is the

~ 

jEJ J

identity in dj. Put further Then P2 &#x3E; P i and so we
jEJ J

have either or q&#x3E;(P2)#O. Using Lemma 4.1 (i ), we ,can construct
a pure Jauch-Piron state B)/ of j~ which is unitarily equivalent with q&#x3E; and
which satisfies either 1 In both cases the reasoning
of the previous paragraph yields that B)/ is a-additive. Thus, q&#x3E; is a-additive,
too. Since the converse implication follows from [4] the proof is complete
(it should be mention that these tensor product representations had already
been used by A. Amann (see [2])).

Vol. 58, n° 2-1993.



182 J. HAMHALTER

Whether the continuum is real-nonmeasurable or not might depend on
the model of set-theory we work in (see [6]). However, in the important
case of a type I factor we have the following "absolute" result.

4.4. THEOREM. - A pure state of a type I factor ~ is Jauch-Piron if
and only if it is a-additive.

Proof. - Let p be a pure Jauch-Piron state of d. Let us identify j~
with ~ (~). If Yf is separable, then we can use [2] or the proof of
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that ~ has uncountable dimension. Assume that p
is not Jauch-Piron and seek a contradiction. There is a sequence (Pn) of
orthogonal projections in Yf such that ¿ P n = I and ¿ cp (Pn) ~ 1. Thus,

neN n eN

we can choose a projection Pno such that dim Pno Jf. Let us

split Pno into two orthogonal projections, Pno and Pno, such that

dim Pno (~). Setting + ¿ 
nEN,n*no

?2=P~+ E P2n, we see that either

Let us consider the first case. Since dim P1(H)=dim H, we have

W (/) = £3 (P ~ 1 (~)) Q ~ (~2). Making use of Lemma 4.1, we can construct
a pure Jauch-Piron state B(/ unitarily equivalent with q&#x3E; and satisfying the
following 
for all n E N [by Q we do note a suitable one dimensional projection of
~ (~2)]. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we obtain a contradic-
tion with Lemma 3.2 which completes the proof. (The converse implication
follows again from [4].)

Applying the Gleason-Christensen-Yeadon theorem and assuming the
continuum hypothesis, we see that a pure measure Jl on a von Neumann
algebra j~ without a direct summand of the type 12 is Jauch-Piron if and
only if either ~ is (7-additive or Jl is concentrated at central abelian

projection. As a consequence of Theorem 4.3, we further obtain the follow-
ing characterization of pure Jauch-Piron states. This result shows that the
pure Jauch-Piron states essentially exist only on the commutative algebras
and the algebras ~ 

4.5. THEOREM. - Let d be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert
space ~. Let dim ~ be real-nonmeasurable. Let us assume that cp is a pure
lauch-Piron state of Then either cp (P) -1 for some central abelian
projection of ~ or cp is a normal state with the following property: there is
an atom Q in the center of P(A) such that cp (Q) = 1 and Q A is a type I
factor.

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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Proof. - Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can assume that
j~ has no abelian direct summand. Since every a-additive state of d is

normal, we obtain by an obvious modification of the proof of

Proposition 4.2 (and by mimicking the proof of Theorem 4.3), that cp is a
normal state. It remains to prove that cp is concentrated at central portion
which is a type I factor.

By [13], (A) is a normal pure state of L (A). Thus, cp is multiplica-
tive on !l’ (d) (see [13]) and so is a two-valued measure. Let

be a support of We show that Q is an atom in

(~ (~}). For this, let us take a nonzero central projection R such that
R ~ Q. Thus, This implies that cp (R) =1 and so Q  R. Therefore
R = Q and Q is an atom. Obviously, Qd is a factor. We have to prove
that w6 = Q / is of the type I. We can easily check that is a pure
state. Let ~ 81 (J’f cp) be the GNS-representation engendered by the
state Then 1tcp is irreducible and so (aV)" Making use
of [18] p. 127, 7T is a-weakly continuous and so the set 7c where

~i I is the closed unit ball of is compact in the weak operator
topology. Since (A I) = (U)) 1 [ 13], Cor. 10.1.8, p. 716 and B(H03C6)1 is
contained in the weak operator closure of (~)}1 I (Kaplansky density
theorem), we see that E3 c and so B(H03C6)=03C003C6(U). Since
x has to be one-to-one (a factor does not contain any nontrivial two-sided
and a-weak-operator closed ideal), we obtain that w6 is *-isomorphic to
PB Thus ~l is of the type I and this completes the proof.

Let us remark that if the real-measurable cardinals exist (within the
set theory including the generalized contiuum hypothesis), they must be
extremely huge. From this point of view, the assumption that d acts on
a Hilbert space J’f of real non-measurable dimension is a technical condi-
tion whose validity seems to be plausible as far as a potential physical
situations are concerned.

As a further corollary of Theorem 4.3 we obtain the following character-
ization of Jauch-Piron von Neumann algebras. It asserts that the only
examples of Jauch-Piron algebras are the commutative algebras, the finite-
dimensional factors ~ and direct sums of the latter two types.

4.6. THEOREM. - Let d be a von Neumann algebra not containing a
type 12 direct summand. Then ~ is Jauch-Piron if and only if ~ is the
direct sum of a commutative von Neumann algebra and finitely many finite-
dimensional factors.

Proof. - According to [18], p. 50, it is sufficient to prove that every
Jauch-Piron von Neumann algebra j~ with no direct summand of the
type I1, I2 has to be finite-dimensional. Looking for a contradiction, let
us suppose that dim d is infinite. First, let us prove that j~ contains a
von Neumann subalgebra ~ which is a-finite, infinite-dimensional and

Vol. 58, n° 2-1993.
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not containing a direct summand of the type II or 12. Let us first assume
that s~ does not contain type I direct summand. Then every cyclic projec-
tion P of d has to be infinite-dimensional and so we can set ~ = P d P.
This is a a-finite von Neumann algebra (see [13], 5.5.15, p. 338). Suppose
that d is of the type I. Then either d contains a direct summand. ~’ of
the type, 1~, {y &#x3E;_ Mo) or ~ is a direct sum of at most countably many
finite Inj algebras In the former case ~V’ is *-isomorphic to a
tensor product where ~ is commutative and ~o. Thus
we can choose ~l as an subalgebra generated by the set

where Jf is a separable infinite-dimensional subspace
of Jf. In the latter case we can identify j~ with a direct summand of the
tensor products ,©g3 and define w6 as the algebra generated by
the Since every state of w6 can be extended to
a state of d, w6 is a Jauch-Piron algebra. Thus, we can assume that j~ is
a-finite (we can set j~=~). The fact that dim d =00 implies now exist-
ence of an orthogonal sequence (Pn) of nonzero projections such that
¿ Pn=I. The von Neumann subalgebra generated by (Pn) can be identi-
neN

fied with 100, which is an algebra admitting a pure state p such that

p/co=0. (We take any pure state p of the C*-algebra and then
define p = poi, where i is the canonical mapping of 1°~ onto 100 /co.) Extend-
ing p to a pure state of d (see [13], Theorem 4.3.13, p. 266), we obtain a
non a-additive pure state of j~ which is not a Jauch-Piron state

(Theorem 4.5). This contradiction completes the proof.

5. TWO-VALUED MEASURES

In this section we examine two-valued measures on von Neumann

algebras. By a two-valued measure on ~ (d) we understand any measure
~:~(~) -~ {0, 1}. Obviously, every multiplicative state cp of j~ induces

a two-valued measure (~). We first prove that the reverse implication
holds, too.

5.1. LEMMA. - Let J~ be a von Neumann algebra without a type I2
direct summand. Then every two-valued measure on P (A) can be extended
to a multiplicative state of ~.

Proof. - Let  be a two-valued measure Using the Gleason-
Christensen-Yeadon theorem, we can extend ~ to a state p of d. Let

be the GNS-representation engendered by cp. Let Xcp be a
unit cyclic vector of 1tcp such that cp = For every P (~) we
have We seeCP that I..l (P) is either 0 or 1.

It follows that either or Hence,
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Therefore,
for every A Ed there is a complex number 03BBA such that (A) = ÅA 
Obviously, = ~A ~B (A, B e ~) and therefore

for every A, This concludes the proof.

5.2. COROLLARY. - Every two-valued measure on EP where ~ is a

von Neumann algebra without a type I2 direct summand, is Jauch-Piron.

Proof. - Let  be a two-valued measure and let cp be a

multiplicative state extending a. Reasoning as in the remark following
Example 3.2 we may assume that ~ is of the form % EÐ(Jt (8).18 (~2)),
where ~ and ~V’ are commutative algebras. We prove that

(H2)=0. Indeed, p induces a multiplicative functional on B (ye 2)
(we can set cp’ (A) = cp (1(8) A), A E ~ (~2) and find cp’ to be zero (see
e. g. [3])). Thus, cp is concentrated at ~F and so it is Jauch-Piron.

In the following theorem we describe a general form of two-valued
measures on von Neumann algebras. This generalizes hitherto known

results about two-valued measures ([ 1], [2], [17]).

5.3. THEOREM. - be a von Neumann algebra without a type I2
direct summand. Suppose that ~ is a two-valued measure on ~ (~). Then
there is a central abelian projection Q such that y (Q) =1.

Proof. - By Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, we can extend ~ to a pure
Jauch-Piron multiplicative state cp of Arguing as in Theorem 4.3, we
can assume that j~ is of a fixed type.

Let j~ be one of the types 100’ II, III. Let us prove that j~ does not

admit any multiplicative state. Suppose that and Then

d is *-isomorphic to P d (~2)- But such an algebra has no multipli-
cative states (see the proof of Corollary 5.2).

Let ~ be a finite algebra of the type I. It means that d is

*-isomorphic to a direct sum L ~ Nj~B(Hn)), where (nj) is an increas-
j e J

ing (finite or infinite) sequence of natural numbers. Let us prove that cp is
concentrated at the abelian part of d. Suppose that it is not the case and
derive a contradiction. Let us consider a subalgebra ~T of j~ generated
by the Then cp includes a two valued measure
on a a-finite algebra J~. Employing Theorem 4.5, this restriction has to
be 7-additive and so p is concentrated at a This
is only possible if in which case cp is supported by the central
abelian portion 11. The proof is complete.

5.4. REMARK. - The assumption in the previous theorem that j~ does
not contain any direct summand of the type 12 is essential, because every
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type 12 von Neumann algebra j~ admits a two-valued measure. Indeed,
let us represent d as the tensor product C (X)©k (~2), where X is an
extremelly disconnected compact Hausdorff space. Then we can identify
C (X)(8)~ (~’2) with an algebra of all ~ (~2)-valued continuous functions
on X (the operations are defined poitwise - see [13]. Example 11.1.6,
p. 809). Pick up an xeX and take a two-valued measure ~o on ~ (~ (~2)).
One can easily verify that the formula

defines a two-valued measure on f!}J (d).
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